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compare bikes. You can get an Sportster or a Sportster. The only difference between the and
Sportster is their emblems that indicate which model they are. The and Sportster are actually
built with the same exact parts and there is no way you can tell just by looking if a model is an
or a aside from the emblem. The only difference between the and Sportster is the displacement
of the engine. As we all know, a higher displacement engine produces more power as it imparts
larger amounts of torque to the crankshaft via the pistons with each combustion cycle. The
engines of the and Sportster are no different in size if you looked at it outside. It simply has
larger bores; approximately 3. Simply put, the Sportster engine has a bit more material and
weighs slightly more than the engine; the difference in weight is too small though to make a
significant effect on performance. If you have an Sportster and you want to turn it into a
Sportster, some shops are able to do it for a price. The process is quite intensive and requires
the disassembly of the engine. It is then re-bored to increase the displacement and the pistons
are then replaced to match the new bores. Other aspects and parts of the engine are then tuned
to match the modifications of to the bore, and the end result is an engine that is very similar to a
Sportster with a matching performance increase. Although you can upgrade an to match the
Sportster, it involves a lot of work and the end result greatly depends on the work quality of the
one who did the work. Needless to say, it also voids any warranty you have with your Sportster.
Tim, maybe you can tell me why some put down the sportster? I used to wonder why people put
down sportsters,, call the a girls bikeâ€¦.. Nice quiet ,, 6 gears ,, light,, all I heard about Harleys
is that they suckedâ€¦.. For starters my Iron Head was a , the guy I got it from put in a evo, 4
gears,, and had the step one conversion doneâ€¦ I litterly fell off the back of my Harley,,, I did
knot expect the raw powerâ€¦. Honda, Duc, Triumph, you name it, maybe the exception of
Victoryâ€¦. Every one of my friends who have a non Harley, are always looking to get the newest
of the current model they haveâ€¦. A Harley , you never ride it factory, you personalize your
Harleyâ€¦ Its a relationshipâ€¦ and for all of those who say they are slow, a tricked to the max ,,
pref 86 to 89, all aluminum ,,, 4 gears,, will take almost anything in a quarter mile. I live in nyc,
Some dude on his jigzer ,, a bike that can hit Revd me into going light to lightâ€¦ I thought he
was playing around ,, waiting for the launchâ€¦ it never happened.. I took him by 2 to 3 car
lenths about 5 blocks in a rowâ€¦. Also the evo, now being put back on Harleys replacing the
twinâ€¦ and I hear they are going back to chain drivenâ€¦ I admit after 40, miles or so I have been
told by many old school riders the pan head,, iron head,,and so on,, you would have to do some
engine workâ€¦. People love to diss the evo,,,,, it may be the best engine design not just by
Harley but all aroundâ€¦.. Dependable ,, they love the long trip,,, and they can be turned into a
contender to any bike,,, yet will own forever light to light,,, and at the same time looking good
doing itâ€¦.. I have a with the upgrade. That bike will jump out from under you. The HP is about
20 with the upgrade, downside it uses more gas. Enjoy your ride my friend. Totally agree. I own
a Suzuki vs l model and got a HD xl in Both these bikes are real fun I then got a triumph
boniville and will sell that. Good bike but not the cruisers. Choosing to sell the vs or hd xl. I can
not desiderate as I find both bikes great fun to own. Harley Davidson xl conversion to is my next
task. And now both bikes is great fun. Vs very very fast. Yes faster then xl HD. You deff nailed
that. Thanks for putting that in paper. Totally made it to be a part of me. And I just picked up a
Ultima Softail. Been building it for. While now and let me tell u the raw power this thing has. It
rumbles when idoling. No better sound then a bored out Harley motor w a cam. Almost 20hp, so
you are going to the wrong shop! I have a sporty that will make your eyeballs bleed. Oh by the
Way, what do you ride, if you do? A with kit, Dyno at 70 HP. I have an 89 four Speed.. I changed
out the sprockets to 23 teeth so I get a little bit more top-end out of it â€¦. Is it better, cheaper
and easier to do an engine swap vs a pop up from to a ? I ride a 97 Hugger. I fuckin love this

bike man. Real men kick start Harleys. Once they lowered Harleys and eliminated the old school
vibration, I lost interest. A buddy of mine owns a dealership in Alberta and says the bulk of his
sales are by far to women now a days. I dissed sportsters for years and then I owned one stage
one screaming eagle kit and have to say I loved it. I only sold it due to an accident not a
motorcycle accident and am thinking about a new bike again. But, I will shake your windows,
make your baby cry, and make your head turn â€¦ and beat you in a race. All the haters just have
TDC. Hi sportster guy Ive had 33 m-c since and what I can say is the harley makes alot of noise
but is really slow. Is the fuel tank on a XL identical to a model? I have a read that it is in one
article and it is not in another article lesser capacity? I have a Roadster My first bike. This bike
has had plenty of power for me to learn on and the Roadsters have dual disc front brakes which
helps stopping greatly. I will but I really like this one. Your email address will not be published.
Notify me of followup comments via e-mail. Author Recent Posts. Ben Joan. Latest posts by
Ben Joan see all. No discernible difference. Pieces of polished poo. James Reply. Amen
brother. A fellow Sporty rider myself. No better sound then a bored out Harley motor w a cam
Reply. Rickybobby Reply. Will a sportster muffler fit on the Reply. Will a sportster engine bolt
into a sportster frame? Thanks Reply. My hugger board to walks away from my triumph t on the
highway Reply. Why do so many people bore instead of just buying a sportster Reply. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Sign In. Color Options. Starts at.
Authentic Harley-Davidson style through and through, dripping with power. Blacked-Out Look.
Black on the throwback round air cleaner cover. Chopped fenders, to show off a little rubber
and black front forks with gaiters to add a little old-school nostalgia. Street Inspired Paint.
These are tough finishes, as mean as the meanest street. The combination of a lowered front
and rear suspension together with a low, narrow solo seatâ€”just The ride is responsive and
plush, whether you're dodging urban potholes or out exploring the back roads. Tuck and Roll
Seat. Machined 9-Spoke Wheels. Nine-spoke wheels that are black as night where the rim meets
the rubber and set off by a more contemporary mechanical look machined into the spokes.
Drag-Style Handlebar. Born at the drag strip, the low-rise, slammed black drag-style handlebar
is an old-school garage feature that puts you in a forward, aggressive riding position. Take it for
a spin. Schedule a Test Ride. Recently viewed bikes. Not all applicants will qualify. This 8. In
this example, customer is responsible for applicable taxes, title, licensing fees and any other
fees or charges at the time of sale. APR is calculated according to the simple interest method.
Not valid in conjunction with other offers. Other terms, conditions, and limitations may apply.
Dealer participation may vary. Financing offer is subject to change or cancellation at any time.
Newsletter Sign-Up. Stay in the know. Sign Up for Email. Customer Support. Motorcycle
Services. About Us. Other Products. Sitemap Disclaimers. Third-party trademarks are the
property of their respective owners. Estimated from fuel economy tests on a sample motorcycle
from the corresponding family conducted by Harley-Davidson under ideal laboratory conditions.
Not all motorcycle models undergo fuel economy testing. Fuel economy and mileage may vary
among motorcycle models within a family. Your mileage may vary depending on your personal
riding habits, weather conditions, trip length, vehicle condition and vehicle configuration and
other conditions. Break-in mileage may vary. Options such as color are available at additional
cost. Prices exclude tax, title, licensing, registration fees, destination charges, added
accessories, and additional dealer charges, if any, and are subject to change. Harley-Davidson
reimburses dealers for performing manufacturer-specified pre-delivery inspection and setup
tasks. Dealer prices may vary. North America security system includes immobilizer; outside
North America the security system includes immobilizer and siren. Purchaser who purchases
an Eligible Motorcycle during the Sales Period has the option to trade-in the Eligible Motorcycle
at its original purchase price towards the purchase of a new, unregistered, model year , , or
Harley-Davidson Touring, Trike, Softail, Dyna, Sportster, Street or Special 3. Offer is limited to
one claim per eligible VIN. Excludes Police Models. Customers must redeem the offer at the
same H-D dealership where the Eligible Motorcycle purchase originated. Certain exceptions
apply for customers who move during the Trade-Up period. See participating H-D dealer for
details. The offer only applies to Eligible Motorcycles submitted for trade-in on a new,
unregistered Eligible Trade-Up Motorcycle of greater value and not the same model. Offer is
limited to one claim per customer. The Purchaser is responsible for the difference between the
trade-in value of the Eligible Motorcycle and the purchase price of the Eligible Trade-Up
Motorcycle. Trade-in must be a vehicle in good condition and good working order. Tires,
suspension, engine, and transmission must all be within factory specifications and are subject
to inspection by the participating H-D dealer. Vehicle exterior cannot reflect neglect or abuse.
The participating H-D dealer will make the sole determination regarding whether the trade-in is
in good working condition and good working order. The purchaser is responsible for all costs of
operating and maintaining the Eligible Motorcycle prior to trade-in. This offer may not be

combined with any other promotions, offers or discounts without the express permission of
Harley-Davidson. However, qualified customers can use Harley-Davidson Financial Services
special financing promotions in conjunction with the Freedom Promise. The H-D dealer may
require documentation to substantiate this relationship before extending the offer to the spouse
or domestic partner. Eligible Trade-Up Motorcycles must be taken from dealer stock and are not
available on future motorcycle orders, deliveries or deposits outside the Trade-Up Period.
Certain models of motorcycles may not be available at some participating dealers. Valid only at
participating U. H-D dealerships. Offer not valid in Hawaii. Cannot be redeemed for cash or cash
equivalent. Offer is subject to change without notice. Void where prohibited. Financing offer is
subject to change or cancellation at anytime. Bank National Association, pursuant to a license
from Visa U. No Money Down offer is available only to well-qualified credit tier applicants. Other
terms, conditions and limitations may apply. See your Harley-Davidson dealer for details. This 7.
Prices and selection at local dealerships may vary. All taxes are extra. STACYC reserves the
right without prior notice to discontinue at any time any of the items herein or change
specifications or designs without incurring any obligation to the customer. All items are subject
to availability and prior sale by our dealers. Riding range estimates provided following the SAE
J and are based on expected performance of a fully-charged battery when operated under
specified conditions. Actual range will vary depending on riding habits, ambient weather and
equipment conditions. Financing offer is available only for up to a 60 month term. Customer
must take delivery by September 30, Potential government incentives are identified for
informational purposes only. Availability and eligibility vary, may change without notice and are
beyond the control of Harley-Davidson. Eligibility and amount of credits and rebates depend on
your personal situation. Please consult your tax professional and your state or federal agency
for details and eligibility requirements. Harley-Davidson gives you the best possible experience
on the road. We use cookies to give you the best possible experience on our site. By sticking
around you are agreeing to our policy. I agree. Converting your to a or is absolutely the most
cost-effective way to add power to your bike. Nothing else even comes close on a dollar per
horsepower basis. Converting your is also a pretty simple operation, you can perform a
conversion in a few hours without even removing the engine from the frame. Conversions can
be done with no lower end work and they can be done using your stock heads and cams as
well. For these reasons, conversions are very popular, and we get asked about them practically
every day. So we put together this guide to help you understand the requirements and myriad of
options associated with this very popular topic. So how do you go about converting your bike,
making sure you get all the right parts and services? Below, we've laid it out for you with a
series of carefully matched, time-tested, proven packages, each of which is designed to deliver
a specific target power level in the most cost-effective way possible. You'll find a description of
each package, dyno sheets, pictures, and even sample quotes you can download showing each
item included and what it costs. Here are some other things to keep in mind: All of these
packages are bolt-ons, and can be installed on a Saturday afternoon without even pulling the
engine out of the frame. Although they're complete with everything you need and nothing you
don't, the sample quotes below are just samples. We're more than happy to add or remove
things at your request to meet your needs, just contact us. For the Basic Conversion Package ,
you don't need to send us anything except money! It works fine with your stock heads, cams,
etc. You can order this package directly below. We normally turn this package around in days.
But these aren't normal times, Covid has disrupted our supply chain. Turnaround right now is
averaging about two weeks. You'll get a ship notification email from the carrier when it goes
out, so watch for that. That just causes mass confusion. So please, contact us first and we'll get
a final estimate hammered out specific to your plans. Once the plan is in place, follow our
shipping instructions. Your project will be kicked off when your parts hit our door. Turnaround
varies with the season. It may be as short as two weeks in the slower months August through
October or as long as weeks in our busier months February through May. There's no need to
worry about payment until your order is ready to ship, and we'll contact you at that time. All of
the sample estimates below leave off both the exhaust and air cleaner. However, keep in mind
that both your exhaust and air cleaner are critical performance components with the potential to
make or break your project. The power of the motor tends to get defined by what holds it back,
not by how great the motor package is, and it only takes one part to hold it back. We have
enough experience that in most cases, we can advise you. One great resource is our XL exhaust
system dyno test library. We can also provide air cleaners and exhausts that support your
target power level. Except as noted, the dyno sheets below weregenerated with kits. Reason
being, during the course of the head work there's some precise matching we do between the
heads and the actual cylinders and pistons they're to be used with. If you've already taken
delivery of your engine kit, we can't do this matching. The basic to or conversion is a simple

affair that makes a massive difference in the torque and power of the bike at a very modest
price. Many, many people do a basic conversion only for this very reason, in fact this is our
number one selling package by a large margin. Here's what goes into a basic conversion: The
stock heads are reused as-is. If they have a lot of miles on them, you may consider a valve job
and new valve guide seals. Either a kit or kit is used, and is configured with reverse dome
conversion pistons to give compression with the stock heads. You should stay at or less when
using stock cams and pump gas. Stock cams and valvetrain pieces are left in place. Upgrades
to the air cleaner and exhaust are completely optional. If your bike is carbureted, a new ignition
module is a standard part of this package. If your bike is injected, a proper flash tuner is a
standard part of this package. That's it! With an afternoon of work, you've made a huge increase
in the torque and power of your Sportster, and made it tremendously more fun to ride. How
much more? Well, here is an actual result we got:. Stock shown in green. In blue and red are the
same bike after performing the basic conversion and adding a Patriot Defender exhaust and Air
Hammer air cleaner. This package will absolutely transform your bike! And if you're a torque
junkie The sheet gets awfully cluttered if we add the stock result here too, but it peaked at So
let's say you want a little more than the 70ish horsepower available from a basic conversion.
What's the next step? Well, the key to making more power is always to identify and address the
thing holding the motor back. In the case of a conversion done with heads, that's mostly the air
flow capability of the heads themselves. This airflow capability can be improved by working on
the heads as well as holding the valves open longer with longer duration cams. Here's what
we'll do: The stock heads will be treated to a Competition Valve Job. This work goes right to the
heart of the biggest problem with heads, which is how the full size ports and bowls neck down
to the itty-bitty valves sitting on poorly blended seats. In stock form, it's a recipe for flow-killing
turbulence. But the Competition Valve Job cleans this area up nicely. The seat i. It makes a
massive improvement to the flow of the heads. A kit equipped with our trick 30 degree reverse
dome pistons is part of the plan at this level. We'll set this package up at A set of bolt-in style
cams is used. Cams are required if you want to run If you try to run Upgrades to the air cleaner
and exhaust are required to hit 80 horsepower. We can provide most any exhaust that's on the
market. At this level, a proper ignition module is required on all models, as the increased
compression and improved breathing demand a proper ignition curve. It's included as a
standard part of the package, along with appropriate carb jets. It's a huge bang for the buck!
You can see how well the motor responded to the head work and cams, as compared to the
basic conversion, and there was no loss in bottom end power either. It's a great package for a
very reasonable price. Again, we'll set this package up at As above, upgrades to the air cleaner
and exhaust are required. As above, ignition timing and fueling are adjusted with either an
aftermarket ignition and some carb jets, or with an EFI tuner, depending on the year of your
bike. Here's how to get to the century mark and beyond at a very reasonable price: The stock
heads will be treated to a SMASH porting job. We take your valve sizes up to the largest sizes
that will fit in the stock seats: 1. We pair these terrific valves with state-of-the-art conical springs
and titanium retainers, a combination we've tested and proven stable to rpm. Despite the
tremendous rpm capability, spring pressures remain mild to minimize wear and tear. No worries
if you have heads as the SMASH service includes an upgrade to the hardware and your heads
will now support these high lift cams. You can expect a long, trouble free life from this setup.
Don't even think about doing this with a substandard air cleaner. Use a genuine Air Hammer air
cleaner. If you've got a carbureted bike, it's time to ditch the CV40 in favor of a Mikuni. These
are included as a standard part of the package. By going big like this, it allows us to do a better
job on the ports, as we can maintain the proper taper from the carb to the choke point in the
port. An HSR42 forces us to make a compromise here. The exhaust selection becomes critical
at this level. The above chart was done with a Patriot Defender pipe, which is a superb
performer at a bargain price. An appropriate ignition module and is included as a standard part
of the package for carbureted bikes. Who says you need heads to make big power? We've made
over horsepower on heads with this package. You should have no problem breaking hp; truth
be told even is an easy mark for this combination. Four new seats and the largest valves we can
make fit are just the beginning. A set of state-of-the-art conical springs with Ti retainers gives
you a valvetrain safe to rpm, but because of the lightweight components and the advanced lobe
design of the cams below, it's done without the high spring pressures that increase wear and
tear. When it's all said and done, your heads will perform every bit as good as the best prepared
XB heads, but without the big expense! It not only takes big valves to flow enough air to make
hp, it also takes bigger cams. But the lobe design is both quiet and easy on the valvetrain, and
the gentle ramp rates don't need the brutal spring pressures required with other cams in this
size range. Truly a real-world set of cams with longevity and reliability, and perfectly matched to
our head work and engine kits, these are the ideal choice. Your kit will get a special set of 30

degree pistons, designed to push the compression a bit. Expect psi of cranking compression
when it's all said and done, which is fine with proper tuning. If your bike is injected, you have a
45mm throttle body already, but the throttle body and manifold both benefit greatly from a little
work. Send it to us along with your heads for porting. You're going to need the best exhaust on
the market, and the best we've ever tested is the Patriot Defender. Set the baffle butterfly wide
open and leave it there. See our exhaust system dyno test library for lots of information on XL
exhaust system performance. As with the other packages described above, this package
includes an appropriate ignition module carbureted bikes or EFI tuner injected bikes. Assemble
it correctly, optimizing your squish clearance along the way. Heat cycle and break it in correctly
and then get it on the dyno for a thorough tune-up. And just in case you're still worried you're
somewhow giving up some power by sticking with your heads, check out this sheet:. This
package achieves levels of bolt-on performance never before seen in the industry! And we've
done it in a reliable, pump gas friendly combination. The above motor has only psi of cranking
compression and only moderate valve spring pressures. These results are achieved with
modern technology and innovation, not excessively high compression and brutal cams! The
floors are really the only place in the port that welding can be done without creating risk of
other problems. We alter the valve angles, spreading the valves farther apart. The valve
placement and angles were 3D modeled to determine the ideal angles for the valve sizes and
cam overlap. Once the final design was determined, toolpaths were derived for the CNC
machining operations. The larger valves and higher rpm potential called for the latest in valve
spring technology. Beyond a beehive, these recently introduced high tech springs provide
natural damping of oscillations via a different resonant frequency for each coil. Spring pressure
is increased only slightly, to maintain a durable, long life valvetrain. The valvetrain is rock solid
stable to at least rpm with this combination. The valve tip remains in the same location so that
no changes to the rocker arms are needed. This allows us to use larger diameter valves. Special
cone shaped single wound springs that provide natural damping of harmonic resonances are
used to provide superb control of the larger valves with only a nominal increase in pressure.
These springs are state of the art and only recently developed. We invented the world's first
bolt-on kit! The kit was invented specifically for this package, and then later filtered down to the
other packages described above. To accommodate the larger, more spread apart valves as
described above, we increased the bore size on our world famous kits. This is made possible by
a special ,psi tensile strength steel liner, which allows the cylinder spigots to be made thinner.
This new steel liner also does not compromise liner thickness in the working area of the
cylinder. The extra strong material makes it even more structurally stable than our legendary
cylinder! This Results in Superb Ring Seal. The carbureted version uses an HSR48 Mikuni
mounted on one of our billet intake manifolds. To complement the extra large valves, 1. Large
valves bring in most of their flow gains at higher lifts, and the high ratio rockers allow us to
achieve this higher lift without creating cam box clearance issues or problems with the factory
lifter anti-rotation device. Can't I do a conversion with a set of cams but no head work? The
short answer is yes, but you need to keep it mild, and for that reason it tends to not be a great
bang for the buck. Reason being, stock heads kind of put you in a box with respect to cam
selection. On the flow bench, they nose-over before they even get to. In other words, lifting the
valves beyond. So even the stock cams are lifting the valves more than does any good, and
there's no gain to be had by lifting more. Furthermore, heads have shallow chambers and long
valves to reach them. This puts the valves much closer to the pistons to begin with, and really
compromises piston to valve clearance. Cams with high overlap, as reflected "TDC Lift" specs
higher than about. So there's limited opportunity to increase overlap, which is a key, key way to
make more power with a cam swap. You can choose cams with a later intake close point to get
more power, but that tends to just rob from the bottom and middle to give to the top end.
Bottom line, you're in a box and there are no cam miracles when using stock heads. They can't
take much cam and therefore the benefit is limited. All that changes of course when you prepare
the heads. Everything needs to be a matched set. If you have stock heads and you're
considering a cam swap, here's some hard data chew on:. Andrews N2's are shown in blue.
These cams are safe for use with stock heads. They have the earliest intake close timing of any
XL cams available, which is why they're so strong on the very bottom of the chart. These can be
retrofitted to models, and a used set can often be found cheap on Ebay or the like. Just be
careful to get a compatible set. Also pay attention to the pinion gear tooth pitch. These cams are
factory original equipment in XL's. These three grinds are literally the three mildest cam options
you have. There are other compatible options, but they just keep moving the power to the right
side of the chart at the expense of the left side. After seeing this chart, many people with "D"
cams opt for a set of "W" cams, and many people who already have "W" cams choose to just
leave them in place. But the N2 grind is a very viable choice as well, depending on what you

want out of your cam swap. And if you don't mind giving up bottom end in favor of more top
end, there are other options as well. Here are the pieces you should consider if you're swapping
cams and using stock heads: The cams obviously A cam box gasket and rocker box gasket set
Assembly lube - you'll want to slather up the cams good on assembly. A suitable tuner EFI
models or jets carbureted models - Swapping the cams is going to change the airflow through
the motor, and as a result, you need to adjust the fuel delivery to match. Although EFI bikes may
get by with a simple piggy back style tuner, if an engine kit is in your future then you should
probably bite the bullet and get a good flash tuner capable of supporting the kit. A Dynojet
Powervision is what we offer and recommend and support for use with our and kits. A bronze
oil pump drive gear and pinion locking tool - These are not strictly required, but it's something
you should consider. As you raise the power level in a Sportster, the stock steel gear becomes
a high failure item, and it's an ugly failure, causing a loss of oil pressure and shrapnel through
the motor and generally requiring a full tear-down to fix it. This was a terrible problem on even
bone stock Buells because they were coming from the factory with hp. HD finally came out with
this bronze gear in and put it in all the Buells starting that year. But they never put it in
Sportsters because it's more expensive than the steel gear and failures in stock Sportsters were
almost unheard of. When you're swapping cams, you're right there anyway, so this is a bit of
insurance you should consider. The pinion locking tool is essential for installation, because
holding the crank still by any other method puts it at risk of scissoring when you loosen and
tighten the pinion nut. Note that if you get one of the complete packages offered above, it
comes with the rocker box gaskets part of the top end gasket set and the tuner EFI bikes or jets
carbureted bikes. I'd like to do a basic conversion now, but work toward a higher power
conversion over time, to spread out the cost. How can I do that? Unfortunately, there's no good
way to do this. The bottom line is that these power packages are very carefully matched with
respect to the heads, cams, and pistons. They work together, not only for power production but
also just to have enough physical clearance for everything to fit and work, as well as deliver an
appropriate compression ratio. Just as an example, the IMPACT cams will only work with heads
if the valves have been recessed in the seats significantly, both to correct the valvetrain
geometry for the high lift and to gain the valve to valve and valve to piston clearance needed.
This, and the unshrouding work that goes with it, makes the chambers bigger, requiring more
piston dome to compensate. But that's just one example, there are several more. The bottom
line is that if you try to do the project incrementally over time, either you'll need to buy some
parts like pistons twice, or you'll severely compromise the end result. Not the answer we want
to give, but we can't change the laws of physics. What are my options on the clutch? When you
do a conversion on a or newer model, at a minimum you need to change the spring. A spring is
inexpensive, however, to change it requires a spring compressor tool and you'll also probably
want a new primary gasket , we offer a high quality rubber coated steel gasket. Embedded into
the middle of the factory clutch pack is a compensator plate that's held together by brass rivets.
Failures of these assemblies aren't nearly as rare as they should be, in fact the compensator
plate has been nicknamed the "grenade plate" in some circles. For this reason, many people will
go ahead and change it out for an aftermarket "extra plate" clutch pack, especially if they're in
there anyway to upgrade the spring as a part of a conversion. The extra friction disc and steel
plate included in the extra plate kit together eliminates the factory grenade plate. It's a simple
piece of preventive maintenance you can perform. We like and offer the Energy One extra plate
clutch pack , which comes with the spring you need What other things should I do to hold the
extra power without compromising reliability? Sportster models except the XR have an oil pump
that's driven of the pinion shaft by a pair of gears. At higher power levels, the cranks tend to
develop slightly more runout due to flywheel spread, and it causes the oil pump drive gear on
the pinion shaft to wear badly on one side. You'll see the teeth getting sharp in one area, and
degrees from that spot they'll look like new. Eventually the teeth fail and it's ugly. This was an
especially bad problem on stock Buells due to their higher power level, and in HD finally came
out with a solution, a bronze drive gear. But they never put this gear onto Sportsters, it just
wasn't a bad enough problem at 65hp. When you're hopping up an XL, it's a good idea to swap
out your stock gear in favor of this bronze unit. It's cheap insurance against a catastrophic
failure, especially if you're in the cam box anyway as a part of a hop-up project. The stock
primary chain tensioners on models are failure prone at higher power levels. We highly
recommend that you upgrade this tensioner with a heavy duty replacement.. Similar to the
primary chain tensioner issue, on models the alternator hat was held to the front primary
sprocket with 4 bolts, and at higher power levels, these like to shear off. We highly recommend
that you upgrade to an 8-bolt sealed magnet rotor that will not shear off and also protects the
very fragile rotor hat magnets from damage. Is a new ignition module really necessary? When
you convert an to a or , the speed of the burn goes up dramatically for a couple of reasons. For

one, the engine kit almost always brings with it an increase in compression from the 's stock
But in addition to that, a conversion generally adds a squish band to the chamber, which
increases chamber turbulence, also increasing the speed of the burn. This faster burn requires
you to reduce the ignition advance. If you don't pull the timing back see our installation
instructions for specifics , you'll lose power, the engine will run hot, and it's highly likely you'll
damage the pistons via detonation or scuffing. If your bike is a or newer, the ignition is
controlled by the ECM and the timing tables in the ECM need to be modified accordingly, using
a good flash tuner like the Powervision. We will provide the map, see the kit installation
instructions for details. If your bike is a model, you have no mechanical timing adjustments. The
only way to adjust your ignition timing for the conversion is to replace the module itself with a
unit that provides adjustability. If your bike is an model, a new ignition module is highly
suggested but not strictly necessary. These years have a mechanical adjustment that allows
you to reduce overall timing advance which will keep the pistons from being damaged.
However, this is less than ideal for a couple of reasons: The faster burn of the engine kit really
wants a much softer curve, i. So in the ideal world, your idle timing should be close to stock, but
the advance slope should be softer, reaching it's maximum advance of about degrees at rpm.
The curve that's programmed into a stock ignition module is much more aggressive than this.
Retarding the timing via the mechanical adjustment moves the entire timing curve down but
does nothing to change the shape of the timing curve. Bottom line, adjusting the timing instead
of replacing the module will leave significant power on the table, because when you take out
enough timing to make the engine kit safe, much of the curve will softer than optimum. In
particular, you may have trouble with low speed operation, i. Adjusting the module does nothing
to raise your rpm limit, which becomes especially important in a performance type build Bottom
line, if you have an , and you're just doing a basic conversion, and you're real tight on funds,
you can get away with just retarding your timing per the instructions, although it's certainly not
optimal. If you're converting an , or if you're doing any kind of a performance build on any , you
need the ignition module. If you've got an 07 or newer, let us help you with a new ignition map
for your ECM than you can install using a flash tuner. What tuner devices will work with a or
kit?? Get a flash tuner. Flash tuners work by actually reprogramming the various settings and
tables within the factory ECM, to teach it about the new engine configuration. This is the right
way to do it. Among flash tuners, the Dynojet Powervision really stands out for it's ease of use
and tremendous capabilities. For that reason, this is the device we've chosen to primarily
support for use with our engine kits. If you use a Powervision, we will provide you with a
starting point map, which in many cases will be very close to what you need, as we've
developed maps for a large number of combinations. You can then dial it in from there to your
specific bike using the Powervision's built-in autotune capabilities. We've had hundreds of
customers successfully tune their bikes using this method. For any of these devices, we will
give instructions and certain table values and settings for setting up the initial tune. You will
most likely be typing the values in manually. Well, punching the table values and settings we
provide into a smart phone is time consuming, tedious, and error prone. We've had customers
do it and use the autotune capability and achieve a satisfactory tune. We get far, far more
requests for help in getting bikes to run right from FP3 users than from Powervision users, too.
It costs us a lot of time in support. Worse, we've had a disproportionate number of customers
damage their engine kits when trying to tune with an FP3. Just to put some numbers to it, of the
first kits we sold, five customers scuffed their pistons. How much of that was errors punching in
the table values and settings, we don't know because there's no way for them to send us the
tune so we can examine it. So our general advice is this. If you don't have a tuner yet, and
you're considering a or kit, avoid the FP3. Follow our recommendation and get a Powervision,
life will be much easier and there will be less risk and it's really a much more capable device.
Likewise, if you're going for one of the high power packages, avoid the FP3 and get a
Powervision. The quality of the tune becomes increasingly more important as you move farther
up the power chain and the FP3 becomes less and less suitable. But if you already have the
FP3, and you're getting a Basic Conversion, you're free to try to make it work and we'll do our
best to help you be successful with it. Just be be sure to get your tune values from us and type
them in carefully and accurately and follow our instructions. Piggy back tuners work by hanging
off the outside of the factory ECM, intercepting and modifying signals coming and going to
"fool" the ECM. The ECM doesn't even know it's there, as far as it's concerned it's operating a
stock motor. But even the piggy-backs that provide adequate fueling and timing control
typically don't work well with a conversion. The reason is that there are numerous fine trim
adjustments made to the fueling by the ECM to deal with various special conditions, and these
fueling adjustments should not be amplified by the displacement difference the way the
mainstream fueling is. The result is generally unsatisfactory low speed manners, and general

running problems. We don't think it's worth your trouble to even mess with it. What's the best
package I can get that will still be reliable and last a long time? None of the packages
themselves will compromise reliability or longevity at all. Although there are certain items that
become failure prone at higher power levels, good fixes for these things exist and they are
included in the packages as appropriate. In particular, if you spend a lot of time at high rpm,
your risk of a part failure goes up as does the rate of wear. But if you ride the bike the same as
before the motor package, with only occasional visits to the upper rpm range, reliability and
longevity are not affected. This statement is true for all of the packages. What will the engine
package do to my fuel mileage? Although we don't like to advertise this, generally speaking the
addition of one of our performance kits creates a small improvement in fuel efficiency, when the
bike is ridden normally. Although the motor is capable of much more power after installing the
package, you are in control of the power with your right wrist. The bike does not require any
more power to go down the road at a given speed than before, so you wind up giving it less
throttle to go the same speed. Bottom line, the package generally makes the motor more
efficient at turning fuel into power assuming the motor is tuned properly. That said, there is a
condition under which fuel mileage could suffer. If your exhaust creates a "reversion" in the
rpm range in which you ride, this reversion is likely to become more of an issue after the
package is installed, if the package includes high overlap cams which all of them do except the
basic conversion. Overlap is enormously important for making power, but it relies on an
exhaust that's on the same page, and when the exhaust isn't working well, overlap gives it more
opportunity to hurt cylinder fill and thus torque and power. Short, open pipes are especially
prone to this condition LAF pipes, drag pipes, etc. If you have this condition, we suggest
baffling or replacing the pipes. Generally speaking, a properly tuned Sportster with a solo rider
and typical load should average between 45 and 50mpg in normal riding. If it does significantly
better than this, it's probably too lean, and if it does significantly worse than this, it's probably
too rich. Should I change my 's gearing when I do a conversion? What are my options? The vast
majority of conversions are done without a change to the gearing. It's completely optional. The
advantage of the shorter gearing is quicker acceleration. The advantage of the taller gearing is
reduced engine rpm at highway speeds. If you have a model: XL and XL models share the same
primary gearing: 35T front sprocket and 56T clutch basket. However, the final drive differs. Belt
drive models came with a 27T front sprocket and 's came with a 29T front sprocket. Both
models came with a 61T rear sprocket. Both models have a 57T clutch basket. HD also offered a
30T front final drive sprocket on certain international models. For example, if you're turning rpm
now with the shortest combination, you'd be turning only rpm at that same speed with the
tallest combination. Hopefully the above does a reasonable job of describing the paths to
various horsepower levels you can achieve with your conversion. But we fully understand that
you may still have questions, so please don't hesitate to contact us at any time, we'll do our
best to answer whatever questions you might have, and we'll roll the information into the above
to help others. We want to make this article as complete and accurate as possible. Also, if
you're interested in any of the above packages, we would be happy to put together a formal
estimate for you and fire it off by email. It helps if you fill out the form on the Contact Us page as
it asks for all of the information we need to create a quote with shipping included. Background
Information Converting your to a or is absolutely the most cost-effective way to add power to
your bike. Here are some things to consider: The kit comes with new, premium quality cylinders
with extra thick iron liners to support the larger bore size. The kit is available with the basic
conversion pistons only, for use with stock heads. The higher power packages described below
use the kit. The kit comes with new, premium quality cylinders with extra thick high strength
steel liners to support the even larger bore size. Stock cylinders cannot be bored to the or bore
size as the liners are just too thin. In addition to the engine kit itself, other parts are needed for a
successful conversion. Which specific pieces are needed is a function of the year of your bike.
See our Complete and Matched Conversion Packages below to make sure you get everything
you need. XL cylinders from through use a small fin pattern, as opposed to the larger fin pattern
found on and newer XL models: Notice what a large difference this is. It adds considerable
cooling capacity. Small fin cylinders can be fitted to and newer models, however, be aware that
they compromise the bike's intended cooling capacity, and also this swap has implications on
the motor's appearance as the cylinder fins won't properly match the fins on the heads. Also,
the lower fin on the pushrod side will need some grinding to clear the pushrod tube bases. Big
fin cylinders up will fit fine on to present bikes, and will add some cooling capacity to models.
However, consider the appearance issues if being used under small fin cylinder heads. The
bottom line on cylinders is that if you have a up bike, we highly recommend staying with the
large fin cylinders. If you have a bike, we recommend getting cylinders to match your heads,
which in stock form means small fin style, however, many people upgrade their heads with up

heads see below , and in that case, we recommend getting the large fin style. In , HD introduced
oil squirters under the pistons to cool the underside of the piston domes. If pistons designed
for models are used in a or newer, you run the risk of the piston skirts hitting the oil squirters,
breaking them off and requiring a full tear-down to fix. With respect to interchangeability
between cylinder heads, there are basically 4 generations to be aware of, with some
interchangeability possible between them: 4-speed heads : These heads have different
valvetrain geometry than and newer heads, and therefore it is not recommended that you
interchange 4 speed heads and 5 speed heads. The maximum valve lift they can safely support
with stock hardware is. They can be interchanged with heads except that a new front head
mount bracket is required. No bracket is currently available to fit this generation of head to a or
newer bike, it would have to be fabricated. These can be put on models with the use of a new
front mount bracket. They cannot be used on or newer bikes without major modifications.
However, these heads are made for fuel injection. The manifold surfaces are milled down. In
summary, it's generally best to stay with the same generation of heads that your bike is made
for. However, heads can be fitted to bikes without much trouble. You can read more about the
various details of XL cylinder heads in this tech article. This makes the valves start out closer to
each other and closer to the pistons. As a result, in stock form heads cannot accommodate as
much overlap in the cams as heads. The critical dimension is the "TDC lift" spec of the cam
grind. If we prepare the heads, this changes of course, and we can put you into much more
camshaft. Just keep in mind that you need to be very careful about cam selection when using
heads and understand what will fit and what will have clearance issues. If in doubt, ask us.
Since , 's and 's have shared the same crankshaft at any given model year. The crankshafts are
balanced for a piston weight that's in between a stock piston and a stock piston. So there is no
need to be concerned with hurting the balance of the motor when doing a conversion with either
of these kits, you'll actually make it better. When converting an to or , it's always required to
adjust both the spark advance and the fuel delivery. See our engine kit installation instructions
for details on how to do this. Also read FAQ 5 and FAQ 6 below When considering what level of
conversion to do from the descriptions below, keep in mind that stock heads require standard
reverse dome conversion pistons, but a prepared head works best with our trick 30 degree
reverse dome pistons: It's not that we can't prepare heads and continue to use the standard
reverse dome conversion piston as shown on the left; we certainly can. However, it forces
compromises and ultimately ends up with a sub-optimal result. The higher up the food chain
you go with the heads, the larger the compromise. That puts downward pressure on the
compression ratio, while at the same time, larger cams generally require a higher compression
ratio, not lower. We can only deck the heads to recover compression so far before we start
causing a host of other problems, the right place to address it is in the piston dome. The moral
of the story is that pistons, cams and head work are a carefully matched set, and if you try to
move up the power scale incrementally over time, you're likely to either need to buy pistons
twice and they're expensive or end up with a compromised result. See FAQ 2 below for more
information. Through the model year, 's and 's came with the exact same clutch setup. However,
starting in , the 's got a lighter clutch spring. Many people take the opportunity to change the
entire clutch pack at this time, swapping it for an aftermarket "Extra Plate" clutch pack to
remove the failure prone factory compensator plate. See FAQ 3 below for more information. Can
you do the work yourself? The answer is an emphatic yes if you have the tools and a place to do
it. Read our detailed and illustrated installation instructions here. And never forget, we're only a
phone call or email away if you have questions, that's what we're here for. We even answer
emails evenings and weekends in most cases. Achieving optimum results requires proper
assembly, heat cycles, break-in, and tuning. Don't cut corners on any of these things! Also read
our tech article on How to Optimize Squish Clearance. This little step will yield positive results
in both power and fuel mileage. Complete Conversion Packages So how do you go about
converting your bike, making sure you get all the right parts and services? The Basic
Conversion The basic to or conversion is a simple affair that makes a massive difference in the
torque and power of the bike at a very modest price. Well, here is an actual result we got: Stock
shown in green. Year of Bike. Silver Black Black with Highlighted Fins. Here's an actual dyno
result using this package on a XL, EFI bikes with their stock "W" cams make even more: You
can see how well the motor responded to the head work and cams, as compared to the basic
conversion, and there was no loss in bottom end power either. Frequently Asked Questions
Can't I do a conversion with a set of cams but no head work? If you have stock heads and
you're considering a cam swap, here's some hard data chew on: Andrews N2's are shown in
blue. Final Thoughts Hopefully the above does a reasonable job of describing the paths to
various horsepower levels you can achieve with your conversion. Sign In. Recently viewed. You
may also like. See Details. Need Help? Call us at or drop us an email. Email Us. Apply Now.
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